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ABSTRACT
The Study of H α from Dwarf Emissions (SHαDE) is a high spectral resolution (R = 13 500) H α integral field survey of 69
dwarf galaxies with stellar masses 106 < M� < 109 M�. The survey used FLAMES on the ESO Very Large Telescope. SHαDE is
designed to study the kinematics and stellar populations of dwarf galaxies using consistent methods applied to massive galaxies
and at matching level of detail, connecting these mass ranges in an unbiased way. In this paper, we set out the science goals of
SHαDE, describe the sample properties, outline the data reduction, and analysis processes. We investigate the log M�–log S0.5

mass–kinematics scaling relation, which has previously shown potential for combining galaxies of all morphologies in a single
scaling relation. We extend the scaling relation from massive galaxies to dwarf galaxies, demonstrating this relation is linear
down to a stellar mass of M� ∼ 108.6 M�. Below this limit, the kinematics of galaxies inside one effective radius appears to
be dominated by the internal velocity dispersion limit of the H α-emitting gas, giving a bend in the log M�–log S0.5 relation.
Replacing stellar mass with total baryonic mass using gas mass estimate reduces the severity but does not remove the linearity
limit of the scaling relation. An extrapolation to estimate the galaxies’ dark matter halo masses, yields a log Mh–log S0.5 scaling
relation that is free of any bend, has reduced curvature over the whole mass range, and brings galaxies of all masses and
morphologies on to the virial relation.

Key words: Galaxy kinematics and dynamics – Galaxy stellar content – Galaxy structure.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Dwarf galaxies are the most common galaxies in the Universe. In
the current paradigm of galaxy formation, they are the building
blocks of larger galaxies, so understanding their properties is key
to understanding the cosmic process of structure formation (e.g.
Searle & Zinn 1978). Thanks to large numerical simulations (e.g.
EAGLE, Schaye et al. 2015; Horizon AGN, Dubois et al. 2014;
IllustrisTNG, Springel et al. 2018; Romulus, Tremmel et al. 2017),
the spatial distribution of cosmic structures is understood relatively
well (e.g. Artale et al. 2017, but see Hatfield et al. 2019 for a different
view). However, these simulations have insufficient resolution to
accurately simulate galaxies with stellar masses M� < 109 M�,
and so cannot reliably predict the properties of dwarf galaxies. In
addition, these large cosmological simulations include a number of
simplifications, so-called ‘subgrid physics’, which implement the
effect of physical processes on scales that are currently impossible
to simulate. These include star formation (e.g. Dutton et al. 2019),
stellar feedback and supernova feedback (e.g. Hopkins et al. 2014;
Marinacci et al. 2019), active galactic nuclei feedback (AGN; e.g.
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Booth & Schaye 2009), metal diffusion in and outside the interstellar
medium (e.g. Hafen et al. 2019), but also purely gravitational
collisions (so-called softening, see e.g. Vogelsberger et al. 2019, their
table 2).

The impact of subgrid physics (and of its implementation) changes
with galaxy properties. Given that M� is one of the most fundamental
galaxy properties, dwarf galaxies represent an invaluable testbed,
because they allow us to study how the effect of these different
physical processes change below M� = 109 M�, the dwarf-galaxy
mass threshold adopted in this work. In fact, while regular galaxies
span already three orders of magnitude in stellar mass (109 < M� <

1012 M�), including dwarf galaxies doubles the baseline in M�,
adding the mass range between 106 and 109 M�.

Despite the desirability of including dwarf galaxies in large
extragalactic surveys, the study of these low-mass systems is
hampered by their defining physical properties: dwarf galaxies are
less luminous than regular galaxies, so observations require longer
integration times and/or larger collecting areas; they are smaller,
so studying their structure requires better spatial resolution; finally,
dwarf galaxies have lower velocity dispersions, so an unbiased
measurement of their kinematics requires either high spectral res-
olution or very high signal to noise (cf. Zhou et al. 2017, their
section 2.2.2).
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In light of these obstacles, it is not surprising that dwarf galaxies
have been mostly left out of the integral field spectroscopy revolution
of this decade: for example, SAMI has a mass limit of 108 M� (Croom
et al. 2012; Bryant et al. 2015) while MaNGA has a mass limit of
109 M� (Bundy et al. 2015). This gap is partially filled by studies
of local dwarf galaxies, but these works do not employ the same
methods as large extragalactic surveys: they rely either on neutral
hydrogen observations (e.g. Hunter et al. 2012), or on individually
resolved stars (e.g. Tolstoy, Hill & Tosi 2009), neither of which
is yet available beyond the local Universe. A notable exception is
represented by the SIGRID survey (Nicholls et al. 2011), however,
even the high spectral resolution of SIGRID (R = 7000) is insufficient
to probe the regime of thermal broadening (� 15 km s−1) that might
bias dynamical scaling relations of dwarf galaxies. In summary,
at present, no optical survey can simultaneously deliver sufficient
numbers, spatial resolution, and spectral resolution to reliably study
the kinematics and dynamics of dwarf galaxies, and to compare them
to more massive galaxies.

The Study of H α from Dwarf Emissions (SHαDE) survey was
designed to fill this gap, and to deliver a sample of 69 dwarf
galaxies with high spectral and spatial resolution H α observations.
The survey was designed with four goals in mind: (i) to test the
linearity of galaxy scaling relations over a range in mass and
with sufficient spectral resolution to not be observationally limited;
(ii) to measure and explain fasym, the fraction of dwarf galaxies with
asymmetric kinematics; (iii) to study the dynamical effect of star
formation feedback in the low-mass regime; and (iv) to study angular
momentum accretion.

The main goals of this paper are to introduce the SHαDE survey
and to present our results for dwarf scaling relations. The paper is
organized as follows: in Section 2, we outline the scientific goals
of SHαDE; Section 3 presents the selection criteria and sample, the
observations, and the data reductions; the analysis of this data is
presented in Section 4. We then focus on the first of the survey goals,
providing our analysis of mass–kinematics scaling relations for the
SHαDE galaxies in Section 5; in Section 6, we discuss our results;
finally, Section 7 provides a summary of our findings.

Throughout this paper we assume aLambda cold dark matter
(�CDM) cosmology with �M = 0.3, �λ = 0.7, and H0 = 70 km s−1,
and a Chabrier initial mass function (Chabrier 2003). All magnitudes
are in the AB system (Oke & Gunn 1983).

2 G OA LS O F SHαD E

Dwarf galaxies with stellar mass M� < 109 M� are special compared
to normal galaxies with 109 < M� < 1012 M�. The low masses of
dwarf galaxies, and the environments in which they reside, make
them interesting targets which can challenge theories of galaxy
formation and evolution that are based on massive galaxies. This
section outlines the types of experiments that can be carried out
using the SHαDE observations, including galaxy scaling relations,
kinematic asymmetries, star formation and ISM turbulence, and
angular momentum accretion in dwarf galaxies.

2.1 Galaxy scaling relations

For disc galaxies, optical luminosity correlates with H I 21-cm
line width; this is the Tully–Fisher (TF) relation (Tully & Fisher
1977). Since the discovery of this scaling relation, a plethora of
studies have been carried out investigating the scaling relation across
multiple photometric bands (for a summary see Ponomareva et al.
2017). The TF relation has been widely used in determining galaxy

distances, and subsequently measuring cosmological constants and
galaxy flows (e.g. Courtois & Tully 2012). The TF relation is also an
important tool in testing various theories of gravity (e.g. Milgrom
1983; Sanders 1990; Mo, Mao & White 1998; McGaugh 2012;
Desmond & Wechsler 2015).

The stellar mass TF relation (where luminosity is replaced by
stellar mass) has long been observed to have a ‘knee’ at low circular
velocity where the slope of the relation steepens (Matthews, van
Driel & Gallagher 1998; McGaugh et al. 2000; Amorı́n et al. 2009;
McGaugh & Wolf 2010; Sales et al. 2017). This region of the
relation is predominantly occupied by dwarf galaxies, which are
found to have on average larger gas fractions than regular star-
forming galaxies (McGaugh et al. 2000; Hunter et al. 2012; Lelli,
Verheijen & Fraternali 2014; Oh et al. 2015). Further H I follow-up
of dwarf galaxies showed that, by including the cold gas mass and
so using the total baryonic mass instead of stellar mass, a linear TF
relation is restored over 5 orders of magnitude in mass (McGaugh
et al. 2000; McGaugh 2005; Lelli, McGaugh & Schombert 2016;
Iorio et al. 2017). This illustrates both the importance of extending
observations of galaxy scaling relations to dwarf galaxies and of
understanding the physical basis of such relations.

At the massive-galaxy end of the TF relation, it has been shown that
even passive, early-type galaxies obey the TF relation whenever they
include enough gas to obtain reliable measurements of the circular
velocity (den Heijer et al. 2015). However, early-type galaxies differ
from late-type galaxies in that most early-type galaxies do not have
detectable H I gas (Cortese et al. 2020), and their kinematics are
dominated by unordered (or at least complex) motions, observed
as velocity dispersion, rather than the highly ordered motions
observed as rotation velocity. The Faber–Jackson (FJ) relation
(Faber & Jackson 1976) for early-type galaxies is the correla-
tion of their velocity dispersions with their luminosities or stellar
masses.

Tightly correlated TF or FJ relations require reliable morphologi-
cal selection of (respectively) late-type or early-type galaxy samples,
which is time consuming and difficult. The desirability of unifying
these relations in a generalized kinematic scaling relation that applies
to galaxies of all types, which became possible with the advent of
integral field spectroscopy (IFS), led to the construction of the S0.5

parameter (Weiner, Willmer & Faber 2006) defined as

S0.5 ≡
√

0.5V 2
rot + 〈σlos〉2, (1)

where Vrot is the rotation velocity and 〈σ los〉 is the average line-
of-sight velocity dispersion. This parameter can be thought as a
proxy for the circular velocity, with a uniform asymmetric drift
correction, independent of galaxy morphology. Despite the simplis-
tic approximation, S0.5 correlates tightly with stellar mass, and –
crucially – this correlation holds for all morphological types and for
kinematics measured either from stars or warm ionized gas (Cortese
et al. 2014). The log M�–log S0.5 relation being, in both these senses,
more universal than the TF or FJ relations, can be a powerful probe of
galaxy dynamics (e.g. Cannon et al. 2016; Oh et al. 2016), structure
formation (e.g. Dutton 2012; Tapia et al. 2017; Desmond et al. 2019),
and can be used to measure distances and peculiar velocities and so
cosmological parameters (e.g. McGaugh 2012; Glazebrook 2013;
Said, Kraan-Korteweg & Jarrett 2015). In fact, galaxy formation
theory in the context of the �CDM model predicts that the baryon
fraction fb increases with halo mass Mh, and peaks at Mh ≈ 1012 M�
(e.g. Moster, Naab & White 2013). Observations appear to confirm
this expectation: within one effective radius (Re), regular galaxies
are baryon dominated (e.g. Cappellari et al. 2013), whereas dwarf
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galaxies seem to be dark matter dominated at all radii (Penny et al.
2009). If this scenario is correct, we expect this to be reflected in the
log M�–log S0.5 relation: when the dynamics become dominated by
dark matter, stellar, or baryonic mass will be a less precise tracer of
the dynamics, due to the relatively large scatter in the fb–Mh relation
(e.g. Di Cintio & Lelli 2015; Desmond 2017). Alternatively, dwarf
galaxies might be baryon-dominated within one Re (Sweet et al.
2016), and claims of dark matter-dominated dwarfs may stem from
non-equilibrium dynamics in tidal dwarf galaxies.

The log M�–log S0.5 relation is linear over three orders of magni-
tude in mass (e.g. Cortese et al. 2014), but, within limits imposed
by the current mass range and spectral resolution, it appears to
become steeper below M� = 109 M� (Barat et al. 2019, hereafter:
B19). This value is intriguingly close to the theoretical predictions
(Cortese et al. 2014; Aquino-Ortı́z et al. 2018; Gilhuly, Courteau &
Sánchez 2019) on the other hand, the fact that break in the log M�–
log S0.5 relation occurs at different values of M� for the stellar and
gas kinematics, and just below the instrument spectral resolution in
each case, suggests that measurement systematics might also play a
role, producing inflated velocity dispersions that make the relation
appear steeper (B19).

In summary, based on current observational evidence is still
unclear whether the change of slope in the log M�–log S0.5 relation
is due to increasing gas fractions (as for the TF relation, cf.
McGaugh et al. 2000), insufficient spectral resolution (cf. B19), non-
equilibrium dynamics (a natural consequence of the hypothesis in
Sweet et al. 2016), or increasing dark matter fraction below M� ≈
108–109 M� (predicted by e.g. Behroozi, Wechsler & Conroy 2013).
Part of the uncertainty is due to the fact that current IFS surveys
are designed to probe galaxies with M� � 109 M�, so that we lack
accurate data precisely where the relation becomes most interesting.
It is clear that obtaining new data with better spectral resolution will
extend the baseline in M� and better constrain the log M�–log S0.5

relation.

2.2 Kinematic asymmetries in dwarf galaxies

The hypothesis that the bend in the log M�–log S0.5 relation is due
to non-equilibrium dynamics of the warm ionized gas tracer is
plausible. Because of Malmquist bias, magnitude-limited samples
of star-forming dwarf galaxies may have higher-than-average star
formation rate (SFR) per unit mass (specific SFR; sSFR), which
is associated with mergers (Robaina et al. 2009), and/or substantial
accretion of cold gas (Elmegreen, Zhang & Hunter 2012; Thorp et al.
2019). Indeed, Bloom et al. (2017a) find that a fraction fasym ∼ 0.5 of
isolated dwarf galaxies exhibit irregular gas kinematics, inconsistent
with a rotating disc. These disturbances increase the scatter at the low-
mass end of the TF relation (Bloom et al. 2017b), and therefore might
also contribute to steepening the low-mass end slope of the log M�–
log S0.5 relation. Whereas asymmetric gas kinematics in massive
galaxies is usually explained by recent galaxy–galaxy interactions,
this is not the case for dwarf galaxies – these low-mass systems differ
in two fundamental aspects from their high-mass counterparts. First,
asymmetric kinematics: dwarfs are found predominantly in isolation,
thus ruling out a dominant role for tidal interactions. Secondly, most
dwarfs have regular photometric shapes that are inconsistent with
recent substantial mergers.

It is possible that these galaxies are accreting relatively large
amounts of unseen neutral hydrogen from the intergalactic medium,
because their halo mass is smaller than the quenching threshold (cf.
Elmegreen et al. 2012). In this case, we expect fasym to be insensitive
to M� for dwarf galaxies. Alternatively, Bloom et al. (2018) propose

that the asymmetries are caused by the discrete distribution of giant
molecular clouds, which becomes more coarse with decreasing stellar
mass. In this case, fasym must strongly increase with decreasing
M�. Probing the gas kinematics well below M� = 109 M� could
discriminate between these two models.

2.3 The link between star formation and ISM turbulence

Star-forming dwarf galaxies have higher SFR per unit mass on
average than regular galaxies. This fact follows from the sub-linear
slope of the star-forming sequence, log SFR = (0.67 ± 0.08)log M�

(Noeske et al. 2007; see also Speagle et al. 2014; Renzini & Peng
2015), so that the sSFR decreases with M�. With their high sSFR,
star-forming dwarf galaxies can also be used to probe the interplay
between star formation and gas dynamics. Part of the H α velocity
dispersion is due to turbulent motions, which are thought to regulate
the conversion of gas into stars and are therefore key to understanding
galaxy formation and evolution (e.g. Green et al. 2010; Federrath
& Klessen 2012; Padoan et al. 2014). However, the origin of this
turbulence is not well understood: possible mechanisms include star
formation feedback, intercloud collisions (Tasker & Tan 2009), gas
accretion (Klessen & Hennebelle 2010), galactic shear within the gas
disc (Krumholz & Burkhart 2016), and magnetorotational instability
(Tamburro et al. 2009). Recent IFS surveys have clarified that the
relation between gas velocity dispersion and SFR originates from a
local relation (Lehnert et al. 2009, 2013). Zhou et al. (2017) found
that the observed random motions of the star-forming gas require
additional sources beyond star formation feedback. However, gas
turbulence is of the order of 10–15 km s−1, smaller than the spectral
resolution of all large IFU surveys, which may therefore introduce a
systematic bias in the measurements. To test for such bias, a sample
of local star-forming galaxies observed at high spectral resolution
could help constrain theoretical models.

2.4 Angular momentum accretion of dwarf galaxies

The relation between the fundamental parameters of stellar mass
M� and angular momentum J� has been empirically studied since
Fall (1983), who found that j� = qMα

� , where j� = J�/M� is the
specific stellar angular momentum. The scale factor q varies with
morphology in the sense that bulge-dominated galaxies have a lower
angular momentum than disc-dominated galaxies of the same mass.
The exponent α ∼ 2/3 agrees with the analogous relation between
halo specific angular momentum jh and halo mass Mh in a scale-free
cold dark matter universe, namely jh ∝ M

2/3
h (Mo et al. 1998). In

addition, the mean specific angular momentum of the baryons jb is
within a factor of two of the halo jh (Barnes & Efstathiou 1987;
Catelan & Theuns 1996a, b; Posti et al. 2018a). While the broad
connection between jb and jh is still a topic of active research (e.g.
Jiang et al. 2019; Posti et al. 2019), the M�–j� relation is generally
assumed to be a byproduct of hierarchical assembly, since galaxy
mergers increase both mass and angular momentum for the haloes
as well as for their stars (Lagos et al. 2018).

Low-mass galaxies are thought to be the building blocks of
more massive galaxies, both in mass and angular momentum.
However, while the M�–j� relation has been confirmed over a broad
range of morphologies (Romanowsky & Fall 2012; Obreschkow
& Glazebrook 2014; Cortese et al. 2016; Fall & Romanowsky
2018; Posti et al. 2018b; Sweet et al. 2018), these works (with the
exception of Posti et al. 2018b), have focused on more massive
galaxies with stellar mass M� � 109 M�. Moreover, dwarf galaxies
are fundamentally different to massive galaxies: the interrelated
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properties of morphology, gas fraction, SFR, and metallicity are not
related to stellar mass by a simple power law (e.g. Scodeggio et al.
2002; Dekel & Woo 2003; Tremonti et al. 2004; Salim et al. 2007).
Neither does it follow that the relation between M� and j� should take
the form of an unbroken power law over large dynamic range in M�.
Indeed, the semi-analytical models Dark SAGE (Stevens, Croton &
Mutch 2016) and GALFORM (Mitchell et al. 2018), cosmological
zoom-in simulations NIHAO (Obreja et al. 2016), and cosmological
hydrodynamical simulation EAGLE (Lagos et al. 2018) all find that
simulated disc-dominated low-mass (M� � 109.5 M�) galaxies have
more angular momentum than predicted by a constant α ∼ 2/3
slope. This increased angular momentum could be related to an
enhanced gas fraction and/or lower velocity dispersion for dwarf
galaxies (Obreschkow et al. 2016). A hint of such an elevation above
α = 2/3 is seen in Fall & Romanowsky (2013), which includes
just four galaxies with masses in the range 108.5 < M� < 109.5 M�.
Posti et al. (2018b) extended the M�–j� relation to stellar masses as
low as M� � 107 M� and found a constant α = 0.55 for all stellar
masses, which is at odds with the predictions of α ∼ 2/3 for massive
galaxies and a shallower slope at dwarf masses. However, while
Posti et al. (2018b) measured the relation down to M� � 107 M�, the
sample only included six galaxies with 107 < M� < 108 M�. The
lowest mass galaxies have very small uncertainties, but those with
108 < M� < 109.5 M� seem to show a j� above the fitted relation,
in line with Fall & Romanowsky (2013) and simulations such as
Stevens et al. (2016). To test the robustness of this previous finding,
and determine whether or not dwarf galaxies have elevated angular
momentum, a larger sample extending to yet smaller stellar masses
is needed.

3 DATA

The SHαDE sample consists of 49 star-forming galaxies selected
form the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Data Release 12 (hereafter: SDSS;
Eisenstein et al. 2011; Alam et al. 2015), as well as 20 targets from the
SAMI survey as control sample. These targets are observed with high
spectral resolution IFU FLAMES instrument, and reduced with the
standard data reduction package. Other ancillary data are obtained
from the SDSS DR12. Details of these processes are outlined in the
subsections below.

3.1 The sample

The sample was designed to probe, as uniformly as possible, the
low-mass end of the galaxy distribution. We selected our targets
from SDSS by applying four constraints: (i) stellar masses in
the range 105 ≤ M� ≤ 108.5 M�; (ii) apparent sizes in the range
1.2 ≤ Rd [arcsec] ≤ 11; (iii) H α fluxes above a threshold fH α >

5 × 10−16 (erg s−1 cm−2 Å
−1

arcsec−2); and (iv) targets observable
in the relevant semester (March to August). The first three criteria
ensure (i) coverage of the mass range relevant to our goals; (ii) suf-
ficient spatial resolution, while fitting within the instrument field
of view (FOV); and (iii) sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to
measure H α kinematics. These criteria and the spectral resolution
of the instrument also mean we have sufficient spectral/velocity
resolution (even at the low end of the mass range) to measure the
expected velocity dispersions based on extrapolating the log M�–
log S0.5 relation.

We visually inspected this set of 601 galaxies and rejected 75
objects that proved to be artefacts or galaxies with significant
contamination from interlopers or neighbours (including mergers).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. The SHαDE galaxies (filled circles) lie close to both the mass–
size relation (panel 1a) and the star-forming sequence (panel 1b) of local
star-forming galaxies. The SHαDE survey also includes a control sample of
20 non-dwarf galaxies, drawn from the SAMI survey (open circles). The lines
are best-fitting relations drawn from the literature (thick/thin lines mark the
fitted/extrapolated domain of each relation).

For each target galaxy, the FLAMES instrument requires a guide
star, which we selected from the GAIA Survey (Gaia Collaboration
2016); as a result, we removed another 104 valid targets that
had no suitable guide star in GAIA public data release 2 (Gaia
Collaboration 2018). From this final pool of 422 galaxies, we
scheduled 49 targets for observation using a custom scheduler that
aims at uniformly sampling the target mass range while ensuring
that no target had airmass larger than 1.5 at any point during the
observation.

The main SHαDE sample is complemented with 20 targets from
the SAMI Survey to be used as a control sample; these additional
galaxies were randomly selected within 108.5 < M� < 1010.5 M� to
span a broader range of masses, to ensure a consistency in the S0.5

measurements across SAMI and SHADE.
Note that 2 non-control high-mass (M� > 1010 M�) galaxies are

present in the SHαDE sample, this is because their stellar mass
values from SDSS used for target selection were significantly lower
in comparison to the method used in this paper. Details on our stellar
mass measurement is described in Section 3.4.

The position of the SHαDE and control galaxies on the mass–size
plane is shown in Fig. 1(a) (filled and empty circles, respectively).
Both sets of galaxies have sizes that are not inconsistent with the
local mass–size relation for star-forming galaxies (solid green line;
Shen et al. 2003). The mass–size relation is measured only down
to 108.5 M�: below this lower limit we simply extrapolated the best-
fitting function (indicated by the thin section of the line). The SHαDE
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galaxies lie systematically below this extrapolation in radius, but are
consistent with a single linear mass–size relation spanning the entire
mass range. For the star-forming sequence, the SHαDE galaxies lie
systematically above the local relation and its extrapolation to lower
masses (Renzini & Peng 2015, green line in Fig. 1b), as expected
given that we selected bright H α emitters (cf. Section 3.1). However,
other authors have reported a shallower slope for the star-forming
sequence (e.g. Popesso et al. 2019 dashed blue line in Fig. 1b);
the SHαDE galaxies lie systematically below a (more extreme)
extrapolation of this relation.

3.2 Observations

We present new data from the FLAMES instrument at the 8 m VLT
Unit Telescope 2 (Pasquini et al. 2002), using the ARGUS IFU and
the GIRAFFE optical spectrograph. ARGUS is a rectangular array of
22 × 14 square microlenses; at the 1:1 scale, each microlens samples
0.52 arcsec and the IFU FOV spans 11.4 × 7.3 arcsec2. Light from
individual microlenses in the IFU is fed to GIRAFFE using optical
fibres. Besides the IFU itself, ARGUS also provides 15 dedicated
sky fibres, which can be placed anywhere inside the instrument FOV.
Within the slit, the fibres are arranged in 15 bundles, each consisting
of 20 object fibres and a single sky fibre. On the detector, the fibres
are separated by 5.3 pixels, whereas the bundles are separated by
12–20 pixels.

We used setup L682.2, consisting of the low-resolution grating
centred at λcentral = 6822 Å and the LR06 filter. This configuration
delivers a nominal spectral resolution R = 13 500 (�λ = 0.505 Å)
and the spectrum is sampled with 0.2 Å pixels. The wavelength
range is 6440–7160 Å, covering the rest-frame H α emission at
6562.8 Å up to redshift z ≈ 0.08, appropriate for our target se-
lection. The detector read speed was set to 50 kHz and high gain,
because at this spectral resolution our data are limited by read-out
noise.

The observations (see Tables 1 and 2) were carried out under
ESO program 0101.B-0505 in two Visitor Mode runs (A and
B), complemented by a Service Mode run (C) allocated as time
compensation. Each target was observed for either 17 min (for

targets brighter than fH α > 5 × 10−16 erg s−1 cm−2 Å
−1

arcsec−2) or
45 min; the integrations were split into either two 8.5 min-long
exposures or three 15 min-long exposures. The median airmass-
corrected seeing was 0.88 arcsec, with a dispersion of 0.32 arcsec
(values are full-width at half maximum, FWHM).

3.3 Data reduction

We perform a standard data reduction1 using the GIRAF-KIT package
provided by ESO (Blecha et al. 2000; Royer et al. 2002). The
bias level was estimated using the overscan regions. For each
galaxy, we traced the centroid and width of the spectra using the
most recent Nasmyth flat, and derived both the flat-field and the
scattered light model. For each row along the dispersion direction,
we sum the flux inside the fibre trace (optimal extraction, Horne
1986, is not yet implemented); given that the science spectra are
too faint to trace their position on the CCD, we use the fibre
traces derived from the Nasmyth flat-field frames. This approach is
justified by a direct comparison of the flat-field traces to the science

1The current reduced data are not flux-calibrated, but flux-calibration will be
performed for the official data release (Sweet et al. in preparation).

Table 1. Summary of observations: the main sample.

SHαDE SDSS fH α Texp 〈AM〉 Seeing Run
ID SpecObjID (a) s arcsec
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

1 344558384307005440 8.17 ± 1.59 900 × 3 1.12 0.92 A
2 385144108173256704 7.66 ± 3.31 900 × 3 1.12 0.83 A
9 388552594202585088 7.10 ± 4.25 900 × 3 1.96 1.22 B
42 585558149897938944 8.72 ± 0.63 900 × 3 1.28 0.99 A
46 585553751851427840 9.50 ± 0.64 900 × 3 1.12 1.33 A
55 666581432214251520 15.96 ± 0.73 500 × 2 1.57 1.34 B
56 1326366762505103360 10.35 ± 2.07 500 × 2 1.27 0.6 A
59 736372110183655424 9.49 ± 0.13 900 × 3 1.03 0.89 B
64 743256427883161600 21.76 ± 0.92 500 × 2 1.16 1.16 B
128 1025746258003781632 10.30 ± 2.01 500 × 2 1.17 1.29 A
132 1033705622308153344 10.39 ± 0.61 500 × 2 1.15 1.66 A
136 667815084277393408 25.33 ± 3.56 500 × 2 1.16 0.83 A
137 1159814941646022656 9.23 ± 3.31 900 × 3 1.17 0.72 B
148 1151799775146829824 6.32 ± 0.33 900 × 3 1.16 1.17 A
151 1105748373979293696 7.29 ± 1.16 900 × 3 1.14 0.75 A
152 1150797565365610496 6.56 ± 4.37 900 × 3 1.24 0.81 A
165 459448556403582976 16.12 ± 0.69 500 × 2 1.12 0.73 B
171 1128315028525574144 11.57 ± 0.72 500 × 2 1.26 1.54 A
194 1819558756229343232 6.70 ± 2.57 900 × 3 1.73 1.04 A
200 1375985247325284352 11.72 ± 0.98 500 × 2 1.22 0.6 A
218 1816204695102842880 6.63 ± 1.33 900 × 3 1.28 0.77 A
231 1939939348900243456 30.66 ± 4.00 500 × 2 1.95 0.64 B
260 1829747929997404160 5.57 ± 0.47 900 × 3 1.2 0.74 A
271 2014355951074699264 6.97 ± 2.58 900 × 3 1.23 0.88 A
283 1946713989006256128 10.24 ± 0.71 500 × 2 1.3 0.8 B
284 2058148387030591488 46.53 ± 1.42 500 × 2 1.18 0.65 A
286 3321458402864949248 7.41 ± 3.64 900 × 3 1.25 1.26 A
288 2049141199587010560 10.15 ± 1.66 500 × 2 1.17 0.65 A
311 2485035976443848704 8.58 ± 2.03 900 × 3 1.42 0.99 A
314 1234065512632182784 21.22 ± 11.44 500 × 2 1.3 0.69 A
315 431222718478706688 10.91 ± 0.74 500 × 2 1.3 0.85 A
319 1150711803458643968 5.82 ± 0.25 900 × 3 1.1 1.3 A
320 1155193413423884288 7.15 ± 0.36 900 × 3 1.1 1.45 A
322 1254417201423738880 33.39 ± 11.03 500 × 2 1.64 0.77 A
323 1157472431619729408 8.58 ± 4.37 900 × 3 1.26 0.69 A
327 1166516459447281664 5.80 ± 2.05 900 × 3 1.14 0.7 B
330 425751828999727104 6.01 ± 0.47 900 × 3 1.42 0.84 A
331 1150794541708634112 6.53 ± 2.98 900 × 3 1.29 1.16 A
343 1219400493801957376 8.16 ± 6.26 900 × 2 1.52 1.52 A
344 1676573588242589696 6.64 ± 0.40 900 × 3 1.13 0.86 B
352 1214947748281870336 5.02 ± 0.56 900 × 3 1.14 0.67 B
424 3087280562621147136 17.63 ± 3.15 500 × 2 1.32 1.47 A
430 3088358084452575232 6.52 ± 0.45 900 × 3 1.37 1.38 A
431 3099604713595758592 7.38 ± 0.46 900 × 3 1.27 2.01 A
433 3091856729999173632 17.83 ± 5.95 500 × 2 1.87 0.95 B
435 3132266537138808832 7.57 ± 0.55 900 × 3 1.43 1.35 A
469 2931991316961191936 11.77 ± 0.75 500 × 2 1.37 0.92 A
496 952674913926277120 12.22 ± 0.79 500 × 2 1.17 0.81 A
520 1156448780808120320 10.71 ± 2.31 500 × 2 1.51 0.87 A

aUnits of 10−16 erg s−1 cm−2 Å
−1

arcsec−2. Source: SDSS DR12 (Thomas, Maraston &
Johansson 2011).

traces, which can be determined around bright emission sky lines
(Fig. 2).

3.3.1 Wavelength calibration

The wavelength calibration relies on dedicated Th–Ar lamp
exposures. In the relevant function of GIRAF-KIT, the dispersion
solution consists of an optical model (which predicts the position
of each line on the detector), plus a polynomial correction (Royer
et al. 2002). The free parameters are constrained iteratively using
the position of 70 unsaturated emission lines on the detector. We
validate the resulting calibration using prominent emission sky lines
taken directly from the science frames. First, we created a model
continuum spectrum, consisting of the sum of the galaxy and sky
continua. We smoothed the spectra with a median filter (kernel width
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Table 2. Summary of observations: the control sample, drawn from SAMI.

SHαDE/ GAMA fH α Texp 〈AM〉 Seeing Run
ID (a) s arcsec
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

106049 4.78 ± 1.94 900 × 3 1.53 1.06 B
296934 28.65 ± 7.44 900 × 3 1.29 0.71 C
319150 4.77 ± 1.74 900 × 3 1.29 1.12 B
511921 13.92 ± 3.47 900 × 3 1.75 0.95 B
594906 30.35 ± 3.60 900 × 3 1.96 1.05 B
9008500333 2.75 ± 0.93 900 × 3 1.10 0.79 B
9008500356 1.50 ± 0.63 900 × 3 1.10 1.32 B
9011900125 − 900 × 3 1.11 0.72 B
9011900128 − 900 × 3 1.39 0.83 B
9016800065 2.13 ± 0.51 900 × 3 1.12 0.68 B
9016800314 1.36 ± 0.40 900 × 3 1.12 1.33 B
9091700123 − 900 × 3 1.35 0.89 B
9091700137 − 900 × 3 1.02 1.13 B
9091700444 − 900 × 3 1.11 1.20 B
9239900178 3.02 ± 1.15 900 × 3 1.75 1.31 B
9239900182 19.10 ± 1.88 900 × 3 1.05 1.38 B
9239900237 16.28 ± 2.62 900 × 3 1.23 1.11 B
9239900246 − 900 × 3 1.35 1.05 B
9239900370 − 900 × 3 1.20 0.92 B
9388000269 − 900 × 3 1.06 1.15 B

aUnits of 10−16 erg s−1 cm−2 Å
−1

arcsec−2. Not used for the control sample.

Figure 2. Comparison of a section of the model for the spatial distribution
of light derived from a flat-field frame with data from a science frame. The
model trace (dotted black line) is the multiple Gaussian fit to a flat-field
frame; the science trace (solid green line) is the region around the sky line
at λ = 6864.97 Å for a science frame. For display purposes, we show only
one bundle, consisting of the 21-fibre traces between the two troughs; the
fibre present in the fibre-flat model but absent in the science frame is used for
simultaneous wavelength calibration and was switched off in our setup.

of 10.2 Å, or 51 pixels), we masked the regions within five FWHM
from any emission line, and we fitted a spline to the smooth, masked
spectrum. This model was then subtracted from the observed spectra
to obtain an emission-line spectrum.

We selected a list of 17 bright singlet lines from the UVES Atlas
(Hanuschik 2003, Table 3) and fitted each line with a Gaussian, allow-
ing for uniform background.2 We used the bounded least-squares al-
gorithm from scipy.optimize, which in turn relies on the Trust
Region Reflective algorithm for minimization (Branch, Coleman &
Li 1999). As initial values, we used the intensity, central wavelength,
and intrinsic line dispersion reported in Hanuschik (2003).

2We tested the use of doublet emission lines by fitting the lines simultaneously,
but found the measured line widths have larger scatter than the singlet
emission lines and so discarded doublets.

Table 3. Prominent singlet sky emission lines used
to measure the instrument spectral resolution (from
Hanuschik 2003).

Line ID λc [Å] FWHM [Å]
(1) (2) (3)

1 6477.921 0.158
2 6505.000 0.251
3 6522.433 0.166
4 6533.050 0.173
5 6544.036 0.163
6 6562.760 0.226
7 6568.789 0.159
8 6596.645 0.175
9 6627.632 0.252
10 6841.963 0.154
11 6871.073 0.158
12 6889.302 0.173
13 6900.808 0.157
14 6912.638 0.162
15 6923.192 0.189
16 6939.542 0.150
17 7003.873 0.253

As a diagnostic of the wavelength calibration, we take the relative
offset λm/λt − 1 between the measured line wavelength and the value
tabulated in the UVES Atlas. We find that both the precision and
the accuracy of the wavelength solution are excellent: the standard
deviation of the relative offset is 2.6 × 10−6 (0.017 Å in absolute
terms), the mean offset is (− 2.5 ± 0.6) × 10−6 (−0.016 ± 0.004 Å).

The instrument dispersion σ instr was then calculated from the
best-fitting line dispersion by subtracting in quadrature the in-
trinsic dispersion. The results from the skyline measurements are
shown in Fig. 3. The instrument dispersions were approximated
across the full wavelength range with a second-order Legendre
polynomial

c0 + c1x + c2

2

(
3x2 − 1

)
, (2)

with coefficients (c0, c1, c2) = (9.58294, −1.1229, 0.4273) and with
x = (λ − 6740.91)/262.98 (i.e. x ∈ (− 1, 1) over the wavelength range
considered). With this approximation, the instrument dispersion at λ

= 6822 Å is σ inst = 9.1 km s−1, or 0.487 Å in terms of FWHM. We
adopt this value as the spectral resolution of the SHαDE survey.

As a further test, we measure the arc emission lines after apply-
ing the wavelength solution, and find results consistent with the
measurements from the sky emission lines. In principle, adding
the spectra from different spaxels may artificially broaden the
line-spread function, so that the instrument resolution measured
from the co-added spectrum might be coarser than the resolution
measured from individual spaxels. However, in practice, we find
no systematic difference between the line widths measured from
the co-added spectra or from individual spaxels (although the
latter show larger dispersion, as expected from their lower overall
SNR).

3.3.2 Sky subtraction

The sky subtraction was performed using the penalized pixel fitting
algorithm (PPXF; Cappellari 2017). As sky templates, we used the
spaxels within the ARGUS IFU further away from the target galaxy
that belong to the lowest 5 per cent of the distribution of H α flux
over the whole IFU footprint.
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SHαDE survey 5891

Figure 3. The spectral resolution is well approximated by a second-order polynomial in wavelength. The solid grey line is the IFU-stacked continuum-subtracted
spectrum for galaxy ID 1 (left scale). To measure the instrument spectral resolution (right scale), we fit a Gaussian to the most prominent singlet sky lines
(best-fitting models are overlaid as solid red lines). The measured dispersions are marked by circles and are located at the best-fitting wavelength of the relevant
sky line. The dashed green line is the best-fitting second-order Legendre polynomial to the line dispersions. The interpolated spectral resolution at λ = 6882 Å
is σ = 9.06 km s−1. The inset diagram shows an example line fit, where the black dots represent the data and the red line traces the best-fitting model.

Figure 4. The distribution of sky subtraction residuals for each galaxy. The
best and worst cases are highlighted in green and red (galaxy 1 and galaxy
165, respectively). The dashed lines show Gaussian distributions with zero
mean and standard deviations from the associated distribution of residuals.
The good match between these Gaussians and the histograms suggests that
the sky residuals are normally distributed.

The quality of the sky subtraction is assessed by subtracting the
best-fitting sky from each of the sky spaxels. To avoid a trivial fit,
for any given sky spectrum under consideration we remove it from
the library of sky templates. The residuals are then computed as the
difference between the observed sky spectrum and the best-fitting
sky. The distribution of the residuals is shown in Fig. 4. This overall
distribution is not Gaussian but is composed of residual distributions
for individual galaxies that are Gaussian but with different standard
deviations. We highlight the best case, with a standard deviation of
4.2 ADU (galaxy 1; green histogram in Fig. 4), and the worst case,
with a standard deviation of 9.4 ADU (galaxy 165; red histogram in
Fig. 4). These two histograms are described very well by Gaussians
with zero mean and standard deviation equal to standard deviation
of the residuals for that galaxy. For each galaxy, we use test the
null hypothesis that the residuals are drawn from a Gaussian using
the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. We adopt a generous significance
threshold p = 0.05, yet find no galaxy exceeding this limit. For

the two examples considered, we find a p-value of 0.99; the lowest
p-value is 0.46 for galaxy 496.

3.4 Ancillary data

The ancillary data used in this study includes SDSS DR12 red-
shift (z) and within-fibre SFR densities (	SFR). The redshifts are
emission-line based spectroscopic redshifts. The stellar mass (M�)
was obtained from i-band magnitude and g − i colour (Taylor et al.
2011), using the k-correction from Bryant et al. (2014). 	SFR was
obtained from the extinction-corrected H α luminosities, divided by
the fibre area in physical units. Notice that, because of the H α-flux
selection criterion, the SHαDE sample might be biased to higher
SFR than the average at its M� (solid green line in Fig. 1b). Higher-
than-average SFR cause bluer-than-average g − i colour, which
could bias our estimated M�, because this colour features directly
in the expression of M�. To quantify this potential bias, we firstly
measured the median g − i colour of the SHαDE parent sample (i.e.
the sample prior to any morphological or H α-flux cut). This colour is
0.48 mag, and is indeed significantly redder than the median colour
of the SHαDE sample (0.30 mag). If we replace the measured g − i
colour of the SHαDE galaxies with the median colour of the parent
sample, we infer 0.13 dex higher M�. We remark that this bias is to be
considered an upper limit, because it assumes that all the i-band light
of the SHαDE galaxies is emitted from older stellar populations, as
old as the median age of the parent sample, whereas, in reality, the
stellar populations that dominate the g − i colour also contribute –
in part – to the i-band light.

For each galaxy, we used i-band SDSS DR12 photometry to
measure the circularized half-light radius (Re), the ellipticity (ε),
and the position angle using a multi-Gaussian expansion (MGE;
Emsellem, Monnet & Bacon 1994, we use MGEFIT,3 the PYTHON

implementation of Cappellari 2002). The method is described in
D’Eugenio et al. (in preparation); here we briefly summarize the
main steps. For each galaxy, we retrieve an image from the SDSS
data base that is 400 arcsec on a side and centred on the galaxy.
We use PSFEX (Bertin 2011) to identify a set of unsaturated stars
from which to measure the point spread function (PSF). The
local PSF is then modelled as a sum of two circular Gaussian

3Available in the Python Package Index BlparPyPiBrpar.
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Figure 5. Example data from the SHαDE survey, spanning 0.003 ≤ z ≤ 0.055 and 107.43 ≤ M� ≤ 1010.60 M�. From left to right: SDSS i-band image; H α

observed flux map; and H α velocity and velocity dispersion maps. SDSS i-band images also show the FLAMES-ARGUS instrument target footprint on the
galaxy with a grid representing the SHαDE spaxels; the small circles in the i-band images have diameter equal to the PSF FWHM in pixel units; each i-band
image has been rotated to align the galaxy’s position angle to the long axis of the ARGUS IFU (the north/east directions are indicated by the white arrow/short
arm). Where there is misalignment, we use MGEFIT to measure the position angle from stacked continuum image for our spaxel sampling. The flux and kinematic
maps only show spaxels with SNR > 5; each map also has an associated histogram showing the distribution of the observed quantity. The red ellipse in each
SHαDE data map represents the sampling region inside 1Re.

functions and used as input to MGEFIT. Re is calculated from the
best-fitting MGE model, following the definition of Cappellari
(2002); ε is defined as the ellipticity of the model isophote of
area πR2

e .
Our photometric parameters are in excellent agreement with the

measurements from the SAMI survey, obtained using single-Sérsic
profiles (Kelvin et al. 2012; Owers et al. 2017); the root mean square
(rms) scatter between the MGE and Sérsic Re measurements is
0.06 dex, implying an rms measurement uncertainty of 0.045 dex
for both GAMA and MGE measurements if distributed equally
(D’Eugenio et al. in preparation).

4 DATA A NA LY SIS

This work primarily focusses on the galaxy scaling relations of dwarf
galaxies, especially the log M�–log S0.5 relation. For this endeavour,
the most important parameters are Vrot and σ . Since SHαDE is
an IFS survey that offers us data cubes with a spectrum at every
location within the FOV, we perform single-component emission-line
fitting for the H α, [N II], and [S II] lines. Then, from the spaxel-level
kinematics, we calculate global Vrot and σ values. We also investigate
the quality of the spaxel kinematics and look for any biases within

them. The following subsections present the information extracted
from the analysis in more detail.

4.1 Spaxel kinematics

IFS allows us to study the kinematics of gas and stars at each location
(spaxel) within a galaxy. For SHαDE, galaxy gas kinematics are fitted
using PPXF, and a set of Gaussian emission-line templates, consisting
of the H α line and the [N II] and [S II] forbidden lines. Each line is
convolved with a Gaussian having standard deviation equal to the
instrumental spectral resolution. We use the appropriate spectral res-
olution values at the wavelength positions of the emission lines from
the interpolated Legendre function (see Section 3.3.1 and the dashed
green line in Fig. 3). In each iteration, ppxf creates a model spectrum
by convolving the input templates with a trial velocity dispersion σ

and applying a trial offset v: the best-fitting σ i and vi are those that
minimize the χ2 of the residuals (subscript i here runs over spaxels).

In this work, we use the H α velocity dispersion measurements
independently of the [N II] and [S II] forbidden-line measurements.
However our H α velocity dispersion measurements do not change if
we constrain H α to have the same kinematics as [N II] and [S II].
Fig. 5 shows the SDSS photometry and H α flux, velocity, and
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Figure 6. Velocity dispersion quality of all SHαDE galaxy spaxels and the
effect of the SNRi > 5 quality cut. The red dashed horizontal line shows
the typical spectral resolution of 9.6 km s−1 and the blue dashed vertical line
shows the quality cut we applied at SNRi > 5. Circles and crosses are spaxels
above and below the SNR cut, respectively, and spaxels are colour coded by
their relative uncertainties. The blue and red marginal histograms show the
distribution of measurements before and after the quality cut, respectively.
This plot shows that, with this SNR limit, our spaxel σ measurements show
no obvious bias and the majority of spaxels have SNRi > 10 and relative
uncertainties in σ i below 15 per cent.

velocity dispersion maps for four example SHαDE galaxies. From
the figure we can see that the SHαDE IFS maps clearly reveal the
distributions of H α flux, rotation velocity, and velocity dispersion in
each galaxy.

We obtain the uncertainties in vi and σ i using a Monte Carlo
approach. For each spaxel, we create 100 spectra by taking the best-
fitting spectral model and adding random noise. This noise is the
residual between the best-fitting model and the observed spectrum
around the H α line, shuffled in wavelength. We then run PPXF on
each of these 100 realizations to estimate the rms uncertainties in the
systemic velocities (�vi) and velocity dispersions (�σ i).

For each spaxel, we take the SNR of the H α line to be

SNR = F√
Nσλ

, (3)

where F is the integrated flux of the H α line, N is the number of
pixels the H α line spans, and σλ is the standard deviation of the
residual noise under the H α line.

4.2 Systematic errors

Measuring accurate velocity dispersions is notoriously challenging;
success depends on a combination of sufficient spectral resolution
and SNR. In order to evaluate the possibility of a bias in our
measurements of σ i, we collect σ i, �σ i, and SNRi measurements
from all spaxels within an elliptical aperture for each galaxy. The
apertures are defined by the half-light radius Re, ellipticity ε, and
position angle of the galaxies, see red ellipse in Fig. 5 for example.
For a few galaxies in our sample, there was misalignment between
the IFU positioning and the galaxy position angle, for these cases we
used MGEFIT to measure the position angle from stacked continuum
images. Fig. 6 shows the distribution of σ i and SNRi within these
apertures for all SHαDE galaxies, colour coded by the relative error
log (�σ i/σ i). The blue filled histograms in Fig. 6 show that the
σ i measurements in our sample are approximately symmetric over
the range 1.0 < log σ i < 1.5 without any significant skew towards
overestimation or underestimation of velocity dispersion. Moreover,
85 per cent of spaxels have SNR ≥ 5, shown by the vertical dashed

line; for our study, we keep all spaxels with SNRi ≥ 5. A quality cut of
SNRi ≥ 5 results in more than three quarters of spaxels (78 per cent)
having log �σ i/σ i ≤ −1. This SNR limit (corresponding to the red
open histograms in both marginal distributions) does not introduce
any bias in the log σ i distribution. Note that the distribution of σ i is
peaked well above the instrumental spectral resolution, shown by the
horizontal dashed line in the figure; the distribution implies we are
resolving the internal motions for 92 per cent of the spaxels in these
galaxies. Our main findings do not change with an SNR ≥ 10 cut.

4.3 Vrot and σ measurements

To study various kinematic scaling relations, we measure the global
Vrot and σ for each galaxy. For these, we follow the approach of
Catinella, Haynes & Giovanelli (2005) and Cortese et al. (2014) to
remain consistent with B19. Here, we provide a brief overview of
the method; for more details see Section 2.2 of B19.

For the rotation velocity Vrot, we use the histogram technique
where for each galaxy we measure the velocity width (W) between
the 10th and 90th percentiles of the vi distribution for spaxels within
the 1Re elliptical aperture and correct for inclination (i) and redshift
(z). Following B19, we do not perform inclination corrections for
nearly edge-on galaxies with (minor-to-major axes ratio) b/a < 0.2
and we exclude nearly face-on galaxies with b/a > 0.95.

For the velocity dispersion σ , we measure the rms velocity
dispersion from all the spaxels within the 1Re elliptical aperture,
weighted by the continuum flux. It is worth noting that both Vrot and σ

are calculated using only spaxels with SNR ≥ 5. For the uncertainties
in the global quantities, �Vrot and �σ (as well as for �S0.5), we use
a bootstrap method: we randomly pick the same number of spaxels
as the total number within the aperture (allowing repetitions); we
calculate Vrot, σ , and S0.5 from these spaxels, as above; and we repeat
this 1000 times, using the resulting standard deviations as �Vrot, �σ ,
and �S0.5. The kinematic parameters for the SHαDE sample and the
control sample used for this work can be found in Table A1.

5 SC A L I N G R E L AT I O N S

After obtaining the S0.5 kinematic parameter, we begin the analyses
of kinematic scaling relations. As the SHαDE sample contains 20
galaxies that are in common with the SAMI survey, we first perform
a comparison between SAMI and SHαDE kinematic measurements
to determine if there is any systematic bias in any of samples. Then
we construct the TF, FJ, and the log M�–log S0.5 scaling relations to
investigate how dwarf galaxies behave on them. In this section we
also compare the stellar and baryonic versions of the log M–log S0.5

scaling relation.

5.1 Comparing SHαDE and SAMI kinematics

After obtaining the gas kinematics of the SHαDE galaxies, we
compare our measurements with those from the SAMI survey. Of
the 69 galaxies observed in SHADE, 20 overlap with the SAMI
galaxy sample. These galaxies in common are chosen from the SAMI
log M�–log S0.5 scaling relation (B19) to be the control sample (see
Section 3.1). The control sample has a mass range from 108.6 to
1010.6 M�. Because accuracy in velocity dispersion measurements is
crucial in our study, these independent measurements of velocity
dispersion for the same galaxies provide a critical test of the
systematics associated with each survey.

We compare SAMI and SHαDE measurements of Vrot, σ , and
S0.5 parameters in Fig. 7. For each plot, we kept only galaxies with
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7. Comparing SAMI and SHαDE kinematic parameters for the control sample. The dashed lines are one-to-one relations, the solid lines are the linear
best fits to the paired quantities, with the shaded region indicating the 99 per cent confidence interval in the quantity on the vertical axis given the uncertainties
in the fitted slope and intercept. The measured σ values are lower for SHαDE than SAMI while Vrot and S0.5 are consistent between SHαDE and SAMI.

�Vrot/Vrot < 0.2, �σ /σ < 0.1, and �S0.5/S0.5 < 0.1, respectively.
Separate relative error thresholds are chosen to ensure an adequate
number of galaxies over sufficient range of values remain in the
comparison, while rejecting outliers. The fit parameters in each
plot indicate that SHαDE velocity dispersions are consistently
lower than SAMI velocity dispersion. This can be explained by
a combination of two improvements: first, the spectral resolution
of SHαDE (9.6 km s−1; Section 3.3.1) is three times better than
SAMI (29.9 km s−1; van de Sande et al. 2017), and secondly the
spatial resolution of SHαDE is also better, which combined with the
improved seeing condition for the SHαDE observations, mitigates
the effect of beam smearing (see Section 3.2). The difference
between the SHαDE and SAMI velocity dispersions is not highly
significant (∼2.8σ ) and, when combined with the rotation velocity,
the S0.5 measurements have an insignificant (∼1.6σ ) difference.
This concordance demonstrates the robustness of the S0.5 kinematic
parameter against atmospheric seeing.

5.2 Kinematics scaling relations of dwarf galaxies

We extend the kinematic scaling relation studies of Cortese et al.
(2014), Aquino-Ortı́z et al. (2018), and B19 to dwarf galaxies by
combining SHαDE data and SAMI data from B19 to construct the
stellar mass TF, FJ, and S0.5 kinematic scaling relations over the mass
range 105.7 < M� < 1011.4 M�. As we have shown in Section 5.1,
the SHαDE Vrot, σ , and S0.5 measurements are in good correlation
with those measured from SAMI data for the control (higher mass)
sample, with small scatter and slight offset. Given this agreement,
it is not surprising that the scaling relations from SHαDE connect
well with SAMI scaling relations without any obvious offset, as
shown in Fig. 8. The SHαDE measurements for the control sample
(star symbols in Fig. 8) lie within the SAMI sample distribution in
each scaling relation, so there is no need to calibrate the SHαDE
and SAMI scaling relations (and indeed our results do not change
if we calibrate the kinematic measurements using the results from
Section 5.1).

The extended TF relation and the best-fit (solid) line to the SAMI
sample in Fig. 8(a) show that the dwarf galaxies in SHαDE follow
the SAMI TF relation, albeit with greater scatter; fitting both samples
simultaneously produces the same line within the uncertainties.
For comparison, we included the best-fitting (dot–dashed) line
from Bloom et al. (2017b), which also uses SAMI data. Our TF

relation only agrees with Bloom et al. (2017b) at high masses (M�

> 1010 M�). This difference is due to different sampling regions
of the galaxies in the two studies: in Bloom et al. (2017b), Vrot is
measured from regions out to 2.2Re, whereas we sample within
1Re. Therefore, our results only agree for high-mass galaxies with
steep rotation curves, where maximum rotation velocities can occur
within 1Re (Yegorova & Salucci 2007).

One of the main motivations of this study is to observe galaxies
with σ below the spectral resolution of SAMI (∼30 km s−1)
with higher resolution and so to constrain the FJ and S0.5 scaling
relations for low-mass galaxies. Our results in Fig. 8(b) show
that, despite having an instrumental resolution of 9.6 km s−1, low-
mass dwarf galaxies in SHαDE do not reach velocity dispersion
below ∼15 km s−1; i.e. the distribution of velocity dispersions
in these galaxies has a physical (not instrumental) lower limit.
For low-mass SHαDE galaxies with M� � 108 M� (i.e. excluding
the control sample), the mean velocity dispersion in galaxies is
22 ± 5 km s−1.

The lower limit for σ propagates to the S0.5 scaling relation in
Fig. 8(c). All SHαDE galaxies (apart from the control sample),
lie beneath the best-fitting line for the SAMI sample from B19.
This confirms the bend in the gas S0.5 scaling relation observed
in B19 and suggests that a linear relation is not adequate to
describe the log M�–log S0.5 scaling relation. The exact location
of the bend and its implications are discussed in the following
section.

5.3 A closer look at the S0.5 scaling relation

Using the combined SAMI and SHαDE galaxy sample, we construct
the log M�–log S0.5 scaling relation in Fig. 9. In order to assess the
presence of a bend in the scaling relation we adopted a Bayesian
approach. We model the data as a mixture of a line with Gaussian
scatter above some mass threshold log M�, lim (corresponding to
log S0.5, lim on the scaling relation) and below this mass threshold
the log S0.5 values are distributed as a Gaussian about log S0.5, lim (i.e.
log M� is not determined by log S0.5 for masses below log M�, lim).
We adopt flat, uninformative priors on all the fitting parameters:
the slope and intercept of the linear relation, the Gaussian scatter
about the linear relation (log M� > log M�, lim), and the Gaussian
scatter about log S0.5, lim (log M� < log M�, lim) and the mass threshold
itself. We estimate the posterior distribution using a Markov chain
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8. SAMI and SHαDE TF, FJ, and S0.5 scaling relations. Blue circles represent SAMI measurements, red triangles represent SHαDE measurements, and
yellow stars represent SHαDE measurements of the control sample from SAMI. In the TF relation shown in panel (a), the SHαDE sample in general follows
the same relation (solid line) as the SAMI sample. The shaded region in panel (a) represents the 99 per cent confidence interval in the vertical axis given the
uncertainties in the fitted slope and intercept. The combined TF relation is flatter than that obtained by Bloom et al. (2017b). The FJ relation in panel (b) shows
a clear bend and a lower limit for the σ measurements above the spectral resolution limit of the SHαDE observations (shown by the vertical dashed line). The
bend in the FJ relation carries across to the S0.5 scaling relation in panel (c). Best-fitting lines from Barat et al. (2019), Aquino-Ortı́z et al. (2018), and Cortese
et al. (2014) are included for comparison in panel (c).

Figure 9. log M�–log S0.5 scaling relation from combining the SAMI and
SHαDE samples. Round points are SAMI measurements; triangular points
are SHαDE measurements; all points are colour coded by gas surface density.
The black solid line is the best fit and the shaded region represents the
99 per cent confidence interval in the vertical axis given the uncertainties in
the fitted slope and intercept. Magenta horizontal and vertical lines indicate
the limit of the linear fit; below this mass threshold, points are modelled as
normally distributed around the vertical line.

Monte Carlo approach (Metropolis et al. 1953, for details see B19,
Section 3.2.1). We take the model with the maximum log likelihood
to be the best-fitting model. The model fitting results are shown
in Table 4. The slope and the intercept are not affected by the
addition of dwarf galaxies, because they are the same values we
obtained in B19 using only SAMI galaxies (their table 2, sample B1,
c.f. slope of 2.56 ± 0.01, intercept 5.10 ± 0.05 after inversion for
consistency). The linear limit fitted to the combined SAMI+SHαDE
data is S0.5, lim = 22.4 ± 1.1 km s−1, corresponding to a stellar

mass limit M�,lim = 108.6 M�, and is consistent with that of B19 (c.f.
S0.5, lim = 22.4 ± 1.0 km s−1). This is interesting because, although a
bend in the scaling relation was observed in B19, we could not rule
out the possibility that it was an observational artefact, as the limit
(22 km s−1) was slightly less than the spectral resolution limit of the
SAMI instrument (30 km s−1). However, this is definitely not the
case for SHαDE data, which was observed with a spectral resolution
of 9.6 km s−1; the fitted limit at 22 km s−1is more than twice the
SHαDE instrumental resolution and so would appear to be physical.
On the other hand, the bend observed by B19 at about 60 km s−1 in
the stellar scaling relation (as opposed to this gas scaling relation)
may still be an artefact due to the SAMI instrumental resolution
limit, which for stars was about 70 km s−1. It is very unlikely that
the observed bend is due to bias in the determination of M� because,
along the direction of M�, SHαDE galaxies are offset from the linear
relation by 1 dex or more; in contrast, we estimate the bias in M� to
be � 0.13 dex (Section 3.4).

5.4 Baryonic log Mb–log S0.5 scaling relation

The log M�–log S0.5 scaling relation follows from the virial theorem if
M� is a fixed fraction of the total mass Mtotal. However, if the M�/Mtotal

ratio varies due to an increased gas fraction in lower mass galaxies
(as expected over our wide mass range; see Foucaud et al. 2010), this
will introduce a curvature in the log M�–log S0.5 relation. To improve
the coupling with Mtotal, therefore, it is in principle better to include
the gas mass by using baryonic mass Mb rather than stellar mass
M�. However, due to the lack of direct H I observations for SHαDE
galaxies, we have to construct the log Mb–log S0.5 scaling relation by
summing the stellar mass with an approximate estimate of the gas
mass, which we derive for each SAMI and SHαDE galaxy from its
SFR as follows. The SFR is obtained from SDSS where available
(see Section 3.4) and converted to SFR surface density (	SFR) by
dividing by the SDSS fibre aperture in kpc2 at the redshift of the
galaxy. From 	SFR, we then estimate the surface density of neutral
and molecular hydrogen gas (	gas) by inverting the star formation
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Table 4. Scaling relation fitting results from this work and B19.

Source Y Slope Intercept S0.5,lim km s−1 Ylim/M� Scatter (MADorth)

Fig. 9 M� 2.58 ± 0.02 5.16 ± 0.05 22.4 ± 1.1 108.64 0.063 ± 0.003
Fig. 10 Mb 2.48 ± 0.02 5.66 ± 0.09 23.3 ± 1.0 109.05 0.096 ± 0.004
Fig. 12 Mh 2.22 ± 0.07 7.84 ± 0.75 − − −
B19, inverted M� 2.56 ± 0.01 5.10 ± 0.05 22.4 ± 1.0 108.56 0.063 ± 0.003

Figure 10. The baryonic version of the log M�–log S0.5 scaling relation
from combining the SAMI and SHαDE samples. Round points are SAMI
measurements; triangles are SHαDE measurements. The molecular and
atomic gas mass is estimated based on Kennicutt (1998). SAMI galaxies
are colour coded by their visual morphologies as elliptical, S0, early-spiral,
or late-spiral. It is apparent the approximated baryonic scaling relation
significantly reduce the bend in the scaling relation.

law (Kennicutt 1998), described by

	SFR = (2.5±0.7)×10−4

(
	gas

M� pc−2

)1.4±0.15

M� yr−1 kpc−2 . (4)

We also explored other, more recent, variants of the star formation
law, namely those of Federrath et al. (2017) and de los Reyes &
Kennicutt (2019). However, the Federrath et al. (2017) relation only
estimates cold molecular gas while the de los Reyes & Kennicutt
(2019) uses UV-based estimation, requiring a conversion and thus
introducing additional uncertainties and systematics. We therefore
choose to employ the original star formation law from Kennicutt
(1998), which relates H I and CO densities to H α SFRs.

Once we have obtained 	gas, we multiply this gas surface density
by the projected area of the galaxy defined by Re (in kpc2) and
ellipticity to obtain the gas mass Mgas, which we sum with M� to get
the estimated total baryonic mass Mb. For the uncertainties in our Mb

measurements, we use the uncertainties in equation (4) and perform
Monte Carlo sampling 1000 times. This provides a distribution of Mb

for each galaxy and we take the standard deviations as uncertainties.
Fig. 10 shows the baryonic version of the S0.5 scaling relation,

with Mb obtained using equation (4). The fitting results are shown
in Table 4. Comparing Figs 9 and 10, we can see that the inclusion
of an Mgas estimate reduces the extent of the bend in the relation
at low masses: the ratio between M�,lim and the observed stellar
mass is more than two orders of magnitude in Fig. 9, whereas, for
Mb, the corresponding ratio is approximately one order of magnitude

(Fig. 10). This improvement is achieved by compressing the baryonic
mass for dwarf galaxies at the expense of increased scatter at all
masses. There is significant overlap between SHαDE and SAMI
galaxies in the log Mb–log S0.5 relation over the range 108–109 M�,
with very few galaxies remaining below 107 M�. While the intercept
and the scatter of the scaling relation increased as expected, since
more mass (and uncertainty) is added, the slope of the relation
remains approximately the same (within one standard deviation).
Although visually the bend in log Mb–log S0.5 has been reduced
by the addition of the gas mass, the linear-regime limit from the
model fits indicates that the bend is still present. This suggests
that using baryonic mass in dwarf galaxies is still not sufficient
to account for their gas kinematics, in contrast to their higher mass
(Mb > 1010 M�) counterparts. Moreover, we note that, compared to
the stellar mass scaling relation, the baryonic mass scaling relation
appears to flatten out at masses Mb > 1011 M�, which could be due
to the inapplicability of the star formation law at the high-mass end
the of the scaling relation, where the hydrogen gas converts from
atomic to molecular form (Bigiel et al. 2008).

6 D ISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss our findings regarding the log M�–log S0.5

scaling relation, especially the observed lower limit on σ . We look
at the range over which the log M�–log S0.5 scaling relation remains
linear and the location where the relation bends and becomes steeper.
We explore the halo mass version of the scaling relation by taking
some simple assumptions. Finally, we compare our observed lower
limit on σ to those in the literature and note several possible drivers
for the observed limit.

6.1 Limitations of the S0.5 scaling relation

The purpose of constructing the log M�–log S0.5 relation is to combine
Vrot and σ into a single kinematic parameter that allows star-forming
and quiescent galaxies to be put on a common mass–kinematics
scaling relation that is tighter than the stellar mass TF relation and
has slope and intercept close to the FJ relation. Cortese et al. (2014)
demonstrated that galaxies of all morphologies can be brought on
to the same log M�–log S0.5 scaling relation; this was confirmed
by Aquino-Ortı́z et al. (2018) and Gilhuly et al. (2019) using the
CALIFA survey and by B19 using a larger SAMI data set. While
these findings pointed towards S0.5 possibly providing a universal
mass proxy, B19 also showed that there existed an apparent bend
in both the gas and the stellar versions of the scaling relation at low
masses. However, due to limitations in the S/N ratio, the instrumental
resolution, and the sample selection, as well as the fact that the
bend occurred at different stellar masses for the gas and stellar
scaling relations, the apparent bends found by B19 were arguably
observational artefacts.

The SHαDE survey is partly motivated by the question of
whether there is a physical component to the low-mass bend in the
log M�–log S0.5 scaling relation. By observing the H α kinematics of
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(a) (b)

Figure 11. The star-forming sequence of the combined SAMI and SHαDE sample. Panel (a) shows SFR as a function of stellar mass; the dashed lines indicate
sSFR (sSFR�) in the range [10−8, 10−12] yr−1, where sSFR� is SFR divided by stellar mass. Panel (b) shows the SFR as a function of baryonic mass; the dashed
lines indicate sSFRb (SFR divided by baryonic mass). The marker shapes and colour scheme are the same as in Fig. 10. Comparing panels (a) and (b) shows
that dwarf galaxies have higher sSFR� than more massive galaxies, but that this difference largely disappears for sSFRb.

low-mass dwarf galaxies using a high spectral resolution instrument,
the results from this work show that there does indeed exist a physical
limit where the gas version of the log M�–log S0.5 scaling relation no
longer follows a linear trend.

We have also seen that the linearity limit in the scaling relation is
very close to the floor in σ measurements at ∼20 km s−1, while Vrot

within 1Re had very little contribution. Looking at the TF relation
obtained in Fig. 8(a), dwarf galaxies do not significantly deviate from
the TF relation formed by more massive galaxies. This suggests
that, depending on the difference in the steepness of the rotation
curves and the difference in maximum rotation velocities between
massive galaxies and dwarf galaxies, measuring rotation velocities
at radii beyond one effective radius could possibly increase the
contribution of Vrot in the S0.5 parameter. In fact, in Fig. 8(a) we
can see that the TF relation from Bloom et al. (2017b) measured
at 2.2Re shows an offset from the TF relation measured at 1Re.
By observing over a larger area, it is likely the limit of S0.5 will
shift away from the σ floor and potentially decrease the bend in the
scaling relation. The role of aperture size will be investigated in future
work.

To assess whether dwarf galaxies can be brought on to the
linear log M�–log S0.5 scaling relation of more massive galaxies, we
constructed the baryonic version of the scaling relation. Accounting
for the gas mass derived from the SFR significantly increased the
scatter of the relation, but also substantially reduced the severity of
the low-mass bend in the scaling relation (though it did not eliminate
it). We therefore take a closer look at the star-forming sequence of
SAMI and SHαDE galaxies. In Fig. 11, we plot galaxy SFR against
M� and Mb, and overlay contours of sSFR. Note that in Fig. 11(a),
sSFR� is defined as the ratio of SFR to M�; in Fig. 11(b), sSFRb is
defined as the ratio of SFR to Mb. We can see in Fig. 11(a) that dwarf
galaxies reside at or above sSFR� = 10−9 yr−1, while more massive
star-forming galaxies in SAMI have sSFR� below this value. This

offset in sSFR� disappears if instead we use sSFRb. In Fig. 11(b),
all dwarf galaxies have migrated below the sSFRb = 10−9 yr−1 line
and there are no galaxies of any mass observed above this value of
sSFRb. Note that we refrain from calling sSFRb = 10−9 yr−1 an upper
limit to the sSFR, because the comparison contains (by construction)
an internal correlation between the SFR and Mb; we only use this
comparison to showcase the consistency between dwarf galaxies and
high-mass star-forming galaxies. This suggests that when low-mass
galaxies (M� < 109 M�) are to be included in the scaling relation,
Mb is a better proxy than M� for dynamical mass across the tran-
sition in dynamical regime from star-dominated to gas-dominated
galaxies.

6.1.1 Caveats regarding gas mass estimations

While ideally direct measurements of the H I gas mass are required
for an observational construction of the baryonic log Mb–log S0.5

scaling relation, in the absence such observations, we have used gas
masses estimated using indirect relations given in the literature. A
caveat regarding the gas mass calculation is that, as well as assuming
the same star formation law for the entire sample, the gas mass
is estimated within 1 Re. This introduces an aperture bias in the
sense that galaxies with extended gas distributions will have their
gas mass, and consequently their Mb, underestimated (Thomas et al.
2004). On the other hand, one of the criteria in SHαDE sample
selection requires the galaxies to have high H α flux [specifically,

fH α > 5 × 10−16(erg s−1 cm−2 Å
−1

arcsec−2)], This introduces an
SFR bias that we have seen in Fig. 11(a). Using SFR to estimate
the gas mass means the bias in SFR will lead to an overestimation of
the gas mass, and consequently an overestimation of Mb. Without
additional observations, it is difficult to quantify the combined
effect of overestimation of Mb due to high H α flux sample, and
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Figure 12. Halo mass version of the kinematic scaling relation. We estimate
the halo mass of our sample by assuming a baryon-to-halo mass relation. The
red points and error bars show the mean and standard deviation for the points
in bins of S0.5. We perform a linear regression (black solid line) to the binned
values, with the shaded region representing the 3σ range of the best-fitting
line. The slope and intercept of the inverse fit with Mh as independent variable
is given in the figure. We can see that, compared with the stellar mass and
baryonic mass versions, although there is an increase of scatter at high masses
(1012–1013 M�), the curvature in the scaling relation is greatly reduced.

underestimation of Mb due to aperture bias. Therefore, it will be
important to avoid such estimation in future by pursuing a more
accurate baryonic mass measurement through direct H I observations
of low-baryonic-mass galaxies to fully test the linearity of the scaling
relation.

6.2 The effect of halo mass Mh

In the standard CDM paradigm, the formation and kinematics of
galaxies are under the influence of their dark matter haloes. We
cannot directly probe the dark matter independently of galaxy
kinematics. However, we can use simple empirical baryon-to-halo
mass relations from the literature, under reasonable assumptions, to
estimate the dark matter halo masses (Mh). One such relation is given
by Moster et al. (2010, their equation 2), linking observed galaxy
stellar mass with simulated halo mass using abundance matching. In
that work, the stellar-to-halo mass relation is inferred for galaxies
with masses 109 < M� < 1012 M�. As we have seen, the baryonic
mass in such high-mass galaxies tends to be star dominated, while
low-mass galaxies have higher gas content. Therefore, we assume
that the stellar-to-halo mass relation in Moster et al. (2010) is a good
approximation of the baryonic-mass-to-halo mass relation, and that
it can be applied to dwarf galaxies with M� < 109 M� and so provide
halo mass estimates for our whole sample.4

Fig. 12 shows the result of interpreting the stellar-to-halo mass
ratio given by the relation of Moster et al. (2010) as baryon-to-halo
mass ratio and constructing the log Mh–log S0.5 scaling relation. We
can see from the figure that, with this estimate of halo mass, the low-
mass bend in the scaling relation has almost entirely disappeared.
Moreover, the slight curvature of the log Mb–log S0.5 relation at the
high-mass end has also largely disappeared. Since we have made a

4Fits from table 2 of Moster et al. (2010), including the effect of scatter.

number of assumptions, such as the applicability of the star formation
law to early-type galaxies and the equivalence of the stellar-to-
halo mass and baryon-to-halo mass relations, there is considerable
systematic uncertainty in this figure and less constraint on systematic
and sample biases in the resulting log Mh–log S0.5 relation than the
original log M�–log S0.5 relation. To fit this relation, therefore, we
perform a linear regression on the mean values in bins of S0.5, shown
as the red points in Fig. 12 (although findings remain the same if
we perform the fitting on the unbinned data). The fitting results are
shown in the figure as well as Table 4.

The fact that the log Mh–log S0.5 relation has the least amount
of curvature over the range from giant to dwarf galaxies suggests
that the estimated halo mass, rather than the stellar or baryonic
mass, might be the most consistent quantity to use in a scaling
relation that aims to unify galaxies of all morphologies. This suggests
that the baryon-to-halo mass relation we have used conveniently
captures the transition between gas-dominated, star-forming dwarf
galaxies and dark matter-dominated, quiescent massive galaxies.
The reason why kinematics within one (optical) effective radius can
successfully predict the halo mass remains to be explained, although
it has been reported that total density profiles are almost isothermal
(Cappellari et al. 2015; Poci, Cappellari & McDermid 2017). It is
also worth noting that the log Mh–log S0.5 relation has a slope that
is closest to the virial prediction M ∝ V 2

c , in contrast to log M�–
log S0.5 and log Mb–log S0.5 (see Table 4). These findings underline
the importance of dark matter halo mass in the construction of a
unified galaxy kinematic scaling relation. It should be noted that
while Mh shows promising potential in rectifying the bend in the
unified scaling relation, this result relies on quite a few significant
assumptions. Direction H I observations are therefore essential for a
proper test of these speculative conclusions.

Even though adding extra mass (both baryonic and dark matter)
reduced the bend at low masses in the log Mh–log S0.5 relation,
there is still a lower limit to the observed gas velocity dispersion.
This limit occurs just at the mass range where the gas frac-
tion in galaxies increases substantially. Understanding the driver
of this lower limit to the gas velocity dispersion is important
for understanding the formation and structure of low-mass dwarf
galaxies.

6.3 The lower limits of σ and S0.5

As the bend in the log M�–log S0.5 scaling relation originates from the
observed lower limit for σ in the FJ relation, identifying the driver(s)
behind σ in low-mass dwarf galaxies is crucial to understanding the
limitation of the log M�–log S0.5 scaling relation.

Similar lower limits for σ have been observed for H I gas at around
10 km s−1 (Ianjamasimanana et al. 2012) and at around 20 km s−1

for H α gas (Moiseev, Tikhonov & Klypin 2015). Most recently,
Varidel et al. (2020) found that low-redshift star-forming galaxies
from SAMI have 14.1 < σ < 22.1 km s−1. Theoretical models also
predict that the σ of galaxies with low SFRs reach a minimum at
∼10 km s−1 (Krumholz et al. 2018).

It is clear from this study that below a stellar mass of 108.6 M�
there is an excess of velocity dispersion relative to the gravitational
potential from stellar mass. Fig. 13 shows the distribution of the av-
erage velocity dispersion for SHαDE galaxies, excluding the SAMI
control sample (i.e. for masses M� � 109 M�). This distribution has
a mean velocity dispersion around 21.1 km s−1 and a 68 per cent
confidence interval of [17.1, 26.7] km s−1. This range is consistent
with that from Varidel et al. (2020), with the slight difference
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Figure 13. The velocity dispersion distribution for SHαDE galaxies with
log M�/M� � 9.0. The dashed line at σ = 9.6 km s−1 indicates the instrumen-
tal resolution (σ res). The dotted line at σ = 10 km s−1 represents the velocity
dispersion contribution from the H II thermal contamination (σ thermal). The
dot–dashed line at σ = 13.9 km s−1 represents the effective combined velocity

dispersion limit σthermal+res =
√

σ 2
thermal + σ 2

res.

perhaps stemming from the beam-smearing correction that they
perform.

There are several possible drivers for enhanced velocity disper-
sions in late-type galaxies, such as merger events (Glazebrook 2013),
gravitational instability (Bournaud et al. 2010, 2014; Goldbaum,
Krumholz & Forbes 2015), SFR feedback (Lehnert et al. 2009, 2013;
Green et al. 2010, 2014; Yu et al. 2019), and thermal contamina-
tion from H II regions (which contributes a velocity dispersion of
∼10 km s−1; Krumholz et al. 2018). While Krumholz & Burkhart
(2016) put forward star formation feedback and gravitational
instability as two models of turbulence, these models are most
applicable to galaxies with relatively higher velocity dispersions (σ
> 50 km s−1) and higher SFR (SFR � 10 M�yr−1). Additionally,
applications of these models often involve adding extra velocity
dispersion of ∼15 km s−1 (as seen in Yu et al. 2019; Varidel
et al. 2020) to account for the thermal contamination of H II regions.
Therefore, without H II contribution, neither of the two models can
explain the observed velocity dispersion in SHαDE.

The H II contamination argument (Menon, Federrath & Kuiper
2020) is plausible in explaining the velocity dispersion. This is
because observations of extragalactic H α dynamics will always
overlap with H II regions. The velocity dispersion of H II regions vary
between 10 and 40 km s−1 depending on their size and temperature
(e.g. 30, Doradus Chu & Kennicutt 1994). Therefore, the observed
H α spectrum within an aperture will be a sum of Gaussian profiles,
with minimum width of ∼10 km s−1 or more. This means the
minimum observed velocity dispersion is partially limited by the
thermal expansion of H II regions.

Another possible driver for the turbulence is supernovae feedback.
Most recently, Bacchini et al. (2020) determined the energy produced
by supernovae explosions alone is sufficient to provide enough
energy to match the kinetic energy measured from H I and CO
observations of near by star-forming galaxies. They argue that in
comparison to supernovae feedback, H II expansion is of secondary
importance in driving the turbulence, based on the finding by Walch
et al. (2012) that H II expansion driven by stellar ionization radiation
can only explain about 2–4 km s−1 of the turbulence. Without
additional data, determining which of these factors apply remains
speculative and will need to be investigated further in future studies

using both more extensive H I observations, stellar kinematics data
and more sophisticated dynamical modelling.

7 SU M M A RY

In this work, we present the SHαDE survey, a high spectral resolution
H α integral field survey of 69 dwarf galaxies in the local universe.
We describe the survey goals, target selection, and data reduction
process.

We investigate the log M�–log S0.5 kinematic scaling relation using
these dwarf galaxy observations. We find that there exists a lower
limit at S0.5 ≈ 22.4 km s−1, which corresponds to a stellar mass limit
of M� ≈ 108.6 M�. Above this limit, the scaling relation has a slope
of 2.58 ± 0.02 and an intercept of 5.16 ± 0.05. This lower limit
originates from an apparent lower limit in the observed H α velocity
dispersion at ∼20 km s−1. These results are consistent with previous
studies of the scaling relation using only SAMI data without the
additional SHαDE observations. They suggest a physical origin of
the low-mass bend in the H α version of log M�–log S0.5 scaling
relation. Using baryonic mass (based on estimating the gas mass
from SFR measurements) reduces the severity of the bend in the
scaling relation. This is partially due to the fact that, for their stellar
mass, dwarf galaxies have higher sSFR compared to more massive
galaxies. With some additional assumptions, the quantity that gives
the most linear scaling relation is the estimated halo mass of galaxies,
Mh. The log Mh–log S0.5 scaling relation is free of any bend at the
low-mass end, has reduced curvature over the whole mass range,
and brings galaxies of all masses and morphologies on to the virial
relation.
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Table A1. Quantities used in this work for analyses. Re (column 4) is obtained from MGEFIT fitting using SDSS DR12 i-band photometry; Z (column 5) and
log SFR (column 9) are from SDSS DR12 data base; σ, Vrot, S0.5 are their uncertainties (columns 6–8) are calculated in this work following recipe outlined in
Section 4.3; log M� (column 10) is calculated using i-band magnitude and g − i colour following Taylor et al. (2011); log Mb (column 11) and log Mh (column
12) are estimated following Kennicutt (1998) and Moster et al. (2010) and are outlined in Sections 5.4 and 6.2, respectively.

ID RA Dec. Re Z σ Vrot S0.5 log SFR log M�/M� log Mb/M� log Mh/M�
(deg) (deg) (arcsec) ( km s−1) ( km s−1) ( km s−1) (M�yr−1)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

1 218.72581 −0.34265 3.92 0.0060 15.4 ± 0.4 16.4 ± 1.2 19.3 ± 0.6 −1.9 7.4 8.2 10.7
2 235.93381 −0.2383 2.96 0.0139 19.2 ± 0.8 12.7 ± 0.9 21.2 ± 0.8 −1.3 7.6 8.6 10.9
9 242.16249 +0.45622 2.67 0.0246 21.3 ± 0.4 18.7 ± 3.4 25.1 ± 1.4 −0.8 7.9 8.6 10.9
42 187.41299 +3.61269 6.70 0.0043 20.3 ± 0.3 14.0 ± 1.3 22.6 ± 0.4 −1.7 7.9 8.7 11.0
46 187.06652 +1.82893 5.95 0.0030 16.2 ± 0.4 10.5 ± 2.9 17.8 ± 1.1 −2.2 7.2 8.1 10.7
55 231.20884 +3.08143 2.57 0.0059 16.8 ± 0.3 7.1 ± 0.6 17.6 ± 0.3 −1.8 7.3 7.9 10.6
56 326.21562 −8.76023 6.88 0.0043 18.2 ± 1.5 15.9 ± 3.8 21.4 ± 2.2 −3.1 7.8 8.1 10.6
59 7.93855 −11.11585 1.23 0.0137 22.9 ± 1.0 2.5 ± 0.9 23.0 ± 1.0 −1.5 7.3 7.7 10.5
64 19.80951 −9.59617 3.57 0.0064 16.9 ± 0.3 2.8 ± 0.8 17.1 ± 0.3 −2.1 6.3 7.7 10.5
128 202.94517 −2.49656 5.80 0.0106 20.4 ± 0.3 30.0 ± 1.6 29.5 ± 0.8 −1.1 8.1 8.9 11.1
132 216.76992 −1.72966 3.47 0.0060 19.0 ± 0.3 3.7 ± 0.4 19.1 ± 0.3 −1.9 6.8 7.9 10.6
136 234.77108 +3.63822 2.30 0.0127 25.2 ± 0.6 20.0 ± 2.3 28.9 ± 1.0 −1.1 8.0 8.6 10.9
137 325.85917 +0.60699 0.95 0.0269 20.4 ± 0.5 8.0 ± 1.9 21.2 ± 0.5 −1.0 7.9 8.2 10.7
148 314.53175 −0.75542 1.47 0.0180 21.3 ± 0.3 10.1 ± 1.4 22.5 ± 0.4 −1.3 7.8 8.2 10.7
151 311.5677 +0.08875 2.59 0.0120 17.3 ± 0.3 19.5 ± 3.1 22.2 ± 1.4 −1.4 8.2 8.4 10.8
152 311.84758 +0.61849 1.83 0.0273 20.8 ± 1.5 6.4 ± 1.2 21.3 ± 1.5 −1.3 7.5 8.2 10.7
165 39.11989 −0.97494 2.29 0.0083 26.4 ± 1.0 7.8 ± 1.3 26.9 ± 1.0 −1.6 7.0 7.9 10.6
171 165.64056 +7.13526 2.14 0.0108 17.1 ± 0.3 6.8 ± 0.9 17.8 ± 0.3 −1.5 7.5 8.1 10.7
194 188.63253 +13.50367 11.33 0.0027 16.6 ± 1.7 29.9 ± 0.9 26.9 ± 1.3 −2.4 7.0 8.6 10.9
200 169.86708 +9.59564 3.34 0.0033 24.8 ± 1.2 18.2 ± 2.7 28.0 ± 1.6 −2.1 6.4 7.6 10.4
218 184.36686 +12.93234 3.65 0.0069 16.5 ± 0.3 5.7 ± 1.5 17.0 ± 0.4 −1.6 7.4 8.2 10.7
231 233.68935 +8.15691 1.39 0.0111 27.6 ± 0.6 10.3 ± 1.6 28.6 ± 0.8 −1.3 7.8 8.1 10.7
260 185.65594 +8.29446 2.15 0.0046 17.7 ± 0.4 9.0 ± 0.7 18.8 ± 0.4 −3.3 5.9 6.7 10.0
271 190.74537 +10.22723 1.47 0.0250 23.5 ± 0.8 24.9 ± 4.1 29.3 ± 1.1 −1.1 8.3 8.5 10.9
283 241.67081 +6.58089 7.27 0.0058 20.9 ± 0.4 10.9 ± 0.7 22.2 ± 0.4 −1.1 8.2 9.2 11.2
284 220.11477 +5.53190 2.94 0.0052 19.7 ± 0.4 5.9 ± 0.5 20.1 ± 0.3 −1.8 5.8 7.8 10.5
286 236.6024 +4.48905 2.70 0.0062 20.2 ± 0.6 5.8 ± 0.8 20.7 ± 0.6 −2.2 7.2 7.7 10.5
288 234.26492 +6.04018 2.41 0.0088 20.8 ± 0.6 9.3 ± 1.3 21.8 ± 0.7 −1.9 7.7 8.1 10.7
311 249.32163 +17.40846 1.71 0.0249 23.5 ± 0.4 5.3 ± 1.4 23.8 ± 0.4 −0.7 8.2 8.8 11.0
314 348.37409 −1.14795 1.95 0.0269 21.6 ± 0.4 8.2 ± 1.5 22.4 ± 0.5 −1.0 7.5 8.5 10.8
315 352.05124 −1.06284 2.03 0.0087 24.6 ± 0.6 5.8 ± 1.1 25.0 ± 0.6 −1.4 6.7 7.9 10.6
319 312.28765 −0.44892 1.56 0.0237 17.8 ± 0.2 3.5 ± 1.0 18.0 ± 0.2 −1.0 7.5 8.2 10.7
320 319.42655 −0.30805 1.15 0.0195 21.6 ± 0.8 7.2 ± 2.0 22.2 ± 0.9 −1.3 7.5 7.9 10.6
322 315.69953 +0.15969 1.88 0.0138 18.9 ± 0.4 8.3 ± 1.2 19.8 ± 0.5 −1.0 7.0 8.4 10.8
323 322.23272 +0.05713 2.38 0.0309 25.6 ± 1.0 11.7 ± 2.5 26.9 ± 1.3 −0.9 7.6 8.8 11.0
327 336.33232 −0.19058 1.27 0.0376 23.9 ± 2.3 4.3 ± 1.2 24.1 ± 2.3 −1.3 7.9 8.3 10.7
330 341.91433 +0.32113 2.16 0.0157 21.2 ± 0.5 16.5 ± 5.7 24.2 ± 2.0 −0.8 8.0 8.4 10.8
331 311.70001 +0.72771 1.07 0.0273 21.6 ± 0.3 2.6 ± 0.7 21.7 ± 0.3 −1.2 7.9 8.2 10.7
343 14.30249 −0.36602 1.74 0.0094 20.2 ± 1.6 3.4 ± 0.9 20.3 ± 1.6 −2.4 6.4 7.3 10.3
344 359.10242 +0.08913 1.97 0.0237 29.4 ± 2.3 9.8 ± 3.2 30.2 ± 2.7 −1.7 7.1 8.2 10.7
352 21.02392 +0.98472 2.17 0.0069 24.0 ± 0.5 3.8 ± 0.6 24.2 ± 0.5 −3.0 6.7 7.1 10.2
424 206.4635 +15.84032 3.01 0.0644 59.0 ± 2.3 52.3 ± 8.3 69.7 ± 3.1 1.3 10.1 10.5 12.1
430 209.42121 +15.37313 7.39 0.0042 16.0 ± 0.3 7.0 ± 1.0 16.7 ± 0.4 −1.9 6.6 8.5 10.9
431 231.48368 +11.41037 2.91 0.0063 24.8 ± 3.5 5.9 ± 4.2 25.2 ± 4.0 −2.1 7.0 7.8 10.5
433 215.23256 +15.35268 1.50 0.0182 20.6 ± 0.3 6.0 ± 1.7 21.0 ± 0.4 −1.0 7.6 8.2 10.7
435 234.54535 +14.02722 1.84 0.0126 16.9 ± 0.4 3.4 ± 0.9 17.1 ± 0.4 −1.6 7.8 8.1 10.7
469 198.98461 +17.76055 5.46 0.0032 21.1 ± 0.8 15.1 ± 1.2 23.7 ± 0.9 −2.0 7.5 8.3 10.8
496 190.99042 +5.21342 3.53 0.0014 22.2 ± 3.4 14.7 ± 3.7 24.5 ± 3.7 −3.2 5.7 6.9 10.1
520 321.02057 +0.98778 1.04 0.0196 33.2 ± 3.8 32.6 ± 9.1 40.4 ± 3.7 −1.3 7.8 7.9 10.6
106049 214.59013 +0.94959 2.25 0.0261 23.0 ± 0.4 24.9 ± 2.9 28.9 ± 1.2 −0.9 8.8 9.0 11.1
296934 214.04425 +1.54141 2.50 0.0530 36.7 ± 0.8 117.9 ± 10.0 91.1 ± 6.3 1.0 10.2 10.7 12.2
319150 213.62262 +1.81263 1.54 0.0254 20.7 ± 0.7 2.8 ± 0.5 20.8 ± 0.6 −1.1 8.6 8.7 11.0
511921 216.6746 −1.14927 1.35 0.0307 26.2 ± 0.5 20.0 ± 3.1 29.8 ± 1.2 −0.6 9.2 9.3 11.2
594906 222.36208 −0.1642 1.56 0.0410 62.2 ± 2.4 79.0 ± 11.4 83.6 ± 4.7 0.1 9.8 9.9 11.6
9008500333 10.66479 −9.51493 1.98 0.0575 96.3 ± 9.4 433.9 ± 61.3 321.6 ± 39.5 −0.7 10.6 10.6 12.2
9008500356 10.52508 −9.60176 2.70 0.0529 69.1 ± 8.6 93.3 ± 15.8 95.6 ± 7.1 −1.2 10.4 10.4 11.9
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Table A1 – continued

ID RA Dec. Re Z σ Vrot S0.5 log SFR log M�/M� log Mb/M� log Mh/M�
(deg) (deg) (arcsec) ( km s−1) ( km s−1) ( km s−1) (M�yr−1)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

9011900128 14.11509 −1.38755 2.25 0.0425 32.8 ± 2.3 44.5 ± 4.3 45.4 ± 2.7 – 9.5 – –
9016800065 18.83758 +0.34296 2.56 0.0495 21.8 ± 1.8 113.7 ± 6.3 83.3 ± 4.2 −0.2 9.8 10.1 11.7
9016800314 18.59034 +0.68980 2.65 0.0447 46.3 ± 12.2 56.0 ± 9.9 60.9 ± 11.8 −0.8 9.9 9.9 11.6
9091700123 355.19489 −29.18565 1.99 0.0472 24.1 ± 0.9 42.3 ± 3.7 38.4 ± 1.7 – 9.7 – –
9091700137 355.17484 −29.27526 3.14 0.0514 94.0 ± 17.9 106.3 ± 13.3 120.4 ± 17.7 – 10.7 – –
9091700444 354.86758 −29.33298 2.43 0.0503 57.1 ± 3.3 47.4 ± 6.7 66.2 ± 3.1 – 10.4 – –
9239900178 329.38877 −7.59081 2.17 0.0565 93.5 ± 11.4 60.1 ± 9.7 102.7 ± 11.2 −1.4 10.6 10.6 12.2
9239900182 329.21017 −7.68647 2.34 0.0552 112.7 ± 7.6 155.4 ± 20.5 157.4 ± 9.1 0.3 10.6 10.6 12.2
9239900237 329.17712 −7.66211 2.54 0.0554 46.9 ± 2.6 102.2 ± 6.5 86.2 ± 3.6 0.4 10.3 10.5 12.0
9239900246 329.13968 −7.7344 2.77 0.0604 25.4 ± 4.7 13.9 ± 4.0 27.2 ± 4.3 – 10.4 – –
9239900370 329.39686 −7.46727 2.09 0.0569 48.0 ± 9.8 26.6 ± 10.6 51.6 ± 9.6 – 10.0 – –
9388000269 336.75073 −30.89091 1.97 0.0568 78.7 ± 7.5 193.0 ± 10.7 157.5 ± 6.0 – 10.5 – –
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